t-Global Technology’s product range covers all the standard thermal management products plus a number of unique
products such as ceramic heat sinks, non-silicone putty and
advanced phase change materials.
Putties

T-Global putties are non-silicone thermal
interface materials ideal for cooling of
electronic devices due to their low thermal
impedance. Fully cured and re-workable,
putties are perfect for a wide range of gap
sizes and are designed to optimize flow from
dispensing systems.

Thermal Interface Material

Thermal interface materials (TIMs) are
highly conductive, conformable materials
which are used to provide a heat path
between heat sinks and electronic devices
where uneven surface topography, air gaps
and texture preclude good thermal transfer.
T-Global supplies a wide range of TIMs with
varying properties to suit every application.

Phase Change Materials

Phase change materials offer practically
no thermal contact resistance. At a temperature of 55 degree Celsius, they change
from a solid to a liquid, wetting the mating
surfaces. As a result they offer an extremely
low thermal impedance solution for critical
applications. They are easy to use and
resistant to dry out and pump out.

Heat Spreaders

Thermal heat spreaders are used to provide
low-cost, effective means of cooling critical
components where space is restricted and
conventional heat sinks are not appropriate.

Heat Sinks

Heat sinks are passive heat exchangers
commonly used to cool electronic devices.
Heat sinks have a large surface areas which
increase the rate of heat transfer to the
cooling surrounding medium. The properties
of the surroundings and choice of material for the heat sink, all play a role in the
performance.
T-Global’s range of engineering ceramic heat
sinks offer superior thermal management
with additional benefits over aluminium
designs. Ceramics are electrically isolating,
corrosion resistant, lightweight, and immune
to radio frequency and electromagnetic
interference. Ceramic heat sinks are also
available with a pre-applied thermal tape to
cut installation time and complexity providing a low cost of ownership solution.

Insulators

Thermally conductive insulators are designed to provide low thermal impedance
alongside excellent electrical isolating
properties. Combined with the ability to be
die-cut for custom shapes, these insulators
are easy to assemble and ideal for a wide
variety of applications.

EMI Solutions
t-Global has a range of absorbent materials

for the purpose of supressing electromagnetic radiation and radio noise across a
large frequency range. Thin and flexible,
these materials can also be cut to any shape
and can be freely arranged in space.

T-Global’s range of ceramic heat spreaders
boast excellent thermal conductivity combined with high dielectric breakdown and
low weight. Ceramic heat spreaders are also Within this range of materials, a variety of
immune to radio frequency and electromag- properties exist from high electrical resistnetic interference issues.
ance to good thermal conductivity, guaranteeing a solution for your requirements.

Compounds and Gels

Thermally conductive gels are two-part
systems that provide highly stable, highly
thermal conductive encapsulation for electronic components. These products offer the
ultimate combination of thermal conductivity, electrical isolation and stability.
The encapsulation provides vital protection
against environmental conditions such as
water and chemicals whilst providing thermal management to help keep the components cool.
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